Basic Workshop
NEW and revolutionary profile-setting method
which combines the classical & the spiritual outlook
- a precise, easy & intuitive method that you will
never forget!

Content and goals

Instructor

In the four element profile™ Basic Workshop you will learn all the basic
knowledge concerning the four elements of Fire, Water, Earth and Air, so that
by the end of the day you will understand which combination of elements
you have yourself. You will also be able to recognize the elements in your
nearest and dearest, and in people who show the elements clearly.

Carsten Sennov

You will learn about the nature and behavior of the individual elements,
including how they display happiness, sadness and anger. You will also learn
how the elements are shown by patterns of movement, charisma, as well
as in speech, etc. You will also get an insight into how you can incorporate
more of the elements into your own personality.

Prices

We end the day by using tools to read the element profiles of the individual
course participant, and of course you will have the choice as to whether you
wish to participate in this.
The workshop consists of a combination of theory and practice, which
ensures that the knowledge of the four elements becomes deeply rooted.
Note that the foundational knowledge from the Basic Workshop is a
prerequisite for you to be able to participate in our Extended Workshop.

Registration
Can be made at www.fourelementprofile.eu under ’Courses / Sign up here’.

Duration
10.00 - 17.30

Price per person for companies
295 EUROS excl. VAT

Price per person for private
individuals 295 EUROS incl. VAT
Price includes tuition, course materials,
lunch, tea, coffee, something sweet & fruit.

Course Locations
Helsinki & London

four element profile
Head office
Vibevej 18, DK-2670 Greve, Denmark
VAT No.: 31209021
Company: +45 7020 4648
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